
The quietest dishwasher brand  
in the U.S.***

With models as low as 38 dBA, Bosch is the quietest 

dishwasher brand in the U.S.*** We approach noise reduction 

from every angle, incorporating 18 unique sound-reducing 

technologies. 

The ultimate clean. 
The ultimate dry.

Bosch Dishwashers

 

Did you know?  
For best results, always 
use a rinse aid.

Patented CrystalDry™ 

technology delivers  

60% better drying results,*  

including plastics. 

How it works:
After the final rinse, the warm, 
humid air is transformed into hot, 
dry air reaching 176°F. That hot dry 
air is then circulated throughout the 
dishwasher to deliver the ultimate 
dry, even for plastics.

Benefits:

•  Delivers 60% better* drying results, 
including plastics.

•  CrystalDry™ Option can be 
selected for each cycle.  

•  Plastics can still be safely washed 
and dried on the bottom rack or 
anywhere in the unit.

Multiple  
insulation layers
Three layers of sound-
absorbing insulation include 
coated stainless steel, baked-
on bitumen, and cotton fiber, 
which all work together to 
help dampen noise. 

Grindless  
food filtration 
This triple-
filtration system 
effectively filters 
out food particles, 
eliminating the  
need for a noisy 
disposal. 

InfoLight®
Bosch dishwashers are  
so quiet, we added 
InfoLight® to let you 
know a cycle is running.

EcoSilence™  
motor system
Two small brushless 
motors offer quieter 
operation than a single 
large motor, and are 
held in place by rubber 
suspenders to minimize 
vibrations.

Sound- 
absorbing base
A solid, molded base 
absorbs sound while 
minimizes vibrations.

CrystalDry™

AutoAir™

A little fresh air,  

for a lot better dry.

How it works:
AutoAir™ on the new Bosch 
dishwashers automatically releases 
the door at the end of the cycle to let 
moisture escape and fresh air in for 
drier dishes.** 

Benefits:

•  AutoAir™ Option can be selected for 
each cycle.

•  AutoAir™ Option results in  
drier dishes .**

PureDry™

All Bosch dishwashers have 

PureDry™, a condensation

drying system that efficiently 

dries dishes. 

How it works:
The final rinse uses high temperature 
water to heat the dishes. The stainless 
steel dishwasher tub cools faster than 
the dishes, so the moist air gathers on 
the tub sides and leaves dishes dry.

Benefits:

•  Plastics can still be safely washed 
and dried on the bottom rack or 
anywhere in the unit.

•  This closed drying system is very 
energy efficient, since it does not 
contain a heating element to dry  
the dishes. ***  Based on an average of sound ratings of 24" Full Size Stainless Steel Tub dishwashers 

contained in major brands websites. Major brands defined as TraQline Top 5 Market 
Share December 2018.

* Based on aggregate average drying performance of Bosch Dishwashers with  
CrystalDry on combined household load including plastics, glass, steel, and  
porcelain as compared to Bosch Dishwashers with PureDry. Drying performance  
may vary by dish type. **Compared to Bosch Dishwashers with PureDry
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300 Series 500 Series 800 Series 800 Series Premium 
Featuring PureDry™ Featuring AutoAir™ Featuring CrystalDry™ Featuring CrystalDry™

 + Pocket Handle Design  + Quieter (42 dBA)  + Quieter (40 dBA)

 + EasyGlide Upper Rack EasyGlide Upper Rack EasyGlide Upper Rack

Standard Third Rack  + Flexible Third Rack Flexible Third Rack  + MyWay™ Rack

FlexSpace Tines Lower Rack FlexSpace Tines Lower Rack FlexSpace Tines Lower Rack FlexSpace Tines Lower Rack
24/7 AquaStop® Leak Protection 
System

24/7 AquaStop® Leak Protection 
System

24/7 AquaStop® Leak Protection 
System

24/7 AquaStop® Leak Protection 
System

Long Silverware Basket Long Silverware Basket Long Silverware Basket Long Silverware Basket

16 Place Settings 16 Place Settings 16 Place Settings 16 Place Settings

3 Step RackMatic® Adjustable System 3 Step RackMatic® Adjustable System 3 Step RackMatic® Adjustable System 3 Step RackMatic® Adjustable System

InfoLight® * InfoLight® * InfoLight® * InfoLight® *

Push Button Control Push Button Control  + Touch Control Touch Control

5 Cycles / 4 Options  + 5 Cycles / 5 Options  + 6 Cycles / 5 Options  + 6 Cycles / 6 Options

 + PureDry™ drying technology  + AutoAir™ drying Option  + CrystalDry™ drying Option  + CrystalDry™ drying Option
ADA & 18" options available ADA & 18" options available

Bosch Dishwashers Step-Up Guide
Explore the full dishwasher assortment at bosch-home.com/us.
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MyWay™ rack

MyWay™ offers more room for more 
kinds of items in the top rack, such  
as cereal bowls, whisks, tongs and 
large measuring cups, creating 
more freedom in loading below. 

Flexible 3rd rack

Expandable wings easily lower to 
accommodate more of your deeper 
items, while adjustable tines let 
you customize the rack’s loading 
space to fit awkward or bulky 
utensils. 

Maximize loading space  
without sacrificing it elsewhere.
Select the 3rd rack that best fits  
your needs.InfoLight®

InfoLight®

InfoLight®

InfoLight® InfoLight®

InfoLight® InfoLight®

InfoLight®

InfoLight®

InfoLight® InfoLight®

InfoLight®

Standard 3rd rack

Provides the perfect space for 
flatware, large utensils, measuring 
cups, or nearly anything else 
that’s difficult to fit in a traditional 
dishwasher, while its V shape  
leaves room below both sides for 
taller items like stemware in the 
middle rack. 

44
dBA

44
dBA

42
dBA

40
dBA

Water softener
model available

* SHX/P/V/S Only

485 quality checks

Every Bosch dishwasher must  
pass 485 stringent quality checks —  
including running every single one 
with water — before leaving our factory. 

The ultimate clean with 
PrecisionWash™

With Bosch PrecisionWash™, 
intelligent sensors continually scan 
and check the progress of dishes 
throughout the cycle, and powerful, 
precision spray arms go to work 
targeting every item of every load. 

EasyGlide™ rack system

For a level of quality you can both 
touch and feel, we’ve incorporated 
smooth-rolling ball bearings to our 
rack wheels. The result is a smoother 
glide that opens effortlessly — even 
with a fully loaded rack — for a more 
premium feel with every pull. 

24/7 AquaStop® 
Leak Protection

AquaStop® is an advanced leak preven-
tion and containment system with  
sensors that automatically close the 
water inlet and activate the drain pump  
if a possible leak is detected in the 
base- even when you're not at home.

Quality is in the details. 

Bosch Home Appliances

1901 Main St., Suite 600
Irvine, CA 92614
www.bosch-home.com/us
www.bosch-home.ca

24-hour call center support in English:
1-800-944-2904

©2019 BSH Home Appliances Corporation

All rights reserved.
Bosch is a registered trademark
of Robert Bosch GmbH.
 

To view all Bosch appliances, visit:
www.HomeDepot.com
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